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JCB Loadall - Clancy Plant
The JCB 531 70 Loadall is certainly a heavy duty piece 

of  telescopic handling construction equipment and our

second release on the model comes with the lifting arm

at ground level, ready to scoop up its load.  Despite its

compact dimensions, the Loadall boasts unrivalled

manoeuvrability, unparalleled build quality and all-day

operator comfort.  It is sufficiently agile to cope with the

narrowest of spaces, slipperiest surfaces and the heaviest

workloads.  With a maximum engine power of 55 kW, 

a maximum lift capacity of 3100 kg and a maximum lift

height of 7 metres, it is no wonder that it is chosen by

one of the top civil engineering companies in the UK.

The Clancy Company was founded by Michael Clancy in

1958, with its base in Wembley, North London.  His sons

Kevin and Dermot joined the company in 1968 and 1970

respectively, along with Michael Clancy’s eldest daughter

in 1980.  The company undertook ground works, drainage

and roadworks in the London area but as their reputation

grew and with a turnover of £1million - £5 million by the

end of the 1970s, they expanded their field of expertise.

Today, the Clancy Group Plant is seen on the majority of

regional and national construction projects throughout

the UK. It is still a family-run business.

Our 1:76 scale Clancy Plant JCB is decorated in their

corporate colour of bright green and red with the Clancy

Plant name printed boldly in white, alongside the JCB

logostyle.  The Loadall is registered RJ18 CBO. A special

detail comprises the Clancy Plant maxim printed in red,

green and white on the side of the vehicle - Work Safe -

Home Safe, alongside yellow and black security warning

signs.  Finally, proud to be British, there is the Union Flag

printed towards the base of the vehicle below the driver.

NEWJCB Loadall - Clancy Plant
                             SCALE       PRICE
76LDL002    1:76  £25.95
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1:76 SCALE
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NEWFord Escort Mk2 -
Signal Yellow
                            SCALE       PRICE
76ESC002   1:76   £6.45

NEWFord Capri Mk2 -
Sahara Beige
                            SCALE       PRICE
76CPR002   1:76   £6.45

Ford Escort Mk2 - Signal Yellow
We launched our new Ford Escort Mk2 in 

Issue 242 in a brilliant red colour scheme.  For its second

appearance it is decorated in a contrasting brilliant yellow

registered PBJ 851R from 1976-77.  In real life, the two-

door Ford Mk2 was launched in 1974 and remained as a

2-door model until the end of 1977, when you had a

choice of four-door, 3-door estate or even a van.  

The Mk2 Escort was produced in the UK and also in

Germany until 1981. Front engined and with rear-wheel

drive, the engine capacity ranged upwards from 1.1L. 

With the Mk1 already in the Oxford range, you can

compare the updated Mk2 external differences, notably

the squarer shape, including the radiator grille and the

improved wheels.  On this release, the interior is black

with earthy brown seating.  The window surrounds are

black and the bumpers chrome.

Ford Capri Mk2 - Sahara Beige 
Only the second release of the newly tooled Ford Capri

Mk2, the sandy beige and tan colour scheme was another

popular customer choice when Ford introduced the

upgraded Mk2 in 1974.  Our model is registered MMF

497P from only the second year of production.  The

unique characteristics of the Ford Capri Mk2 with its

innovative hatchback feature, cavernous boot and a longer

body/shorter bonnet than the MkI, made it a firm

favourite with the everyday motorist.  It came with plenty

of oomph, too, with an engine capacity from a 1.3L to a

3.0L option.  The Capri Mk2 was also was available with

either a 4-speed manual or 3-speed automatic gearbox.

The top of the range 3.0L V6 engine, for instance, came

with either a four-speed Ford Type 5 manual gearbox or

one of the new Ford C3 automatic transmission options.

Respective top speeds started at 89 mph for the basic

1300 model with a 0-60 mph ratio of 19.9 seconds to

130 mph for the top of the range 3000 Essex V6 model

with a ratio of 1-60 in 7.5 seconds.

Our 1:76 scale model is a nostalgic reminder mirroring

the physical characteristics of the real thing.  The sporty

image of this two-door saloon is further enhanced with

its detailed silver wheels, newly styled large rectangular

headlights and long narrow black and silver radiator 

grille.  Boasting twin exhaust pipes, a final detail to note 

is the Capri GT signature across the right had corner of

the boot. 
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1:76 SCALE
NEWRover Discovery 5 -

Namib Orange Land 

Range Rover Evoque Convertible - Fuji White
Oxford launched the high spec Evoque Convertible 

in bright orange and followed it with a metallic ice-cold

grey version. Our third Oxford release on this SUV

comes in a sparkling white with black roof and black and

silver exterior trim, registered FT66 HHL from 2016.  

The interior trim is also black including the seats.

In real life, the Range Rover Evoque made its debut in

2015 as a 2-door coupé and featured interior and

exterior refinements such as a new front bumper, two

new grille options, larger side intakes on the bonnet side

and new alloy wheels. It became Land Rover’s fastest

selling SUV ever and, despite its £50,000 plus price tag,

Land Rover took the new Evoque one step further and

introduced the two-door convertible version too, with no

compromise on performance, comfort and versatility.

                            SCALE       PRICE
76DIS5004  1:76   £6.75

NEWRange Rover Evoque
Convertible - Fuji White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RREC003  1:76  £6.45

Land Rover Discovery 5 - Namib Orange 
The 5th generation of the Land Rover Discovery was

launched in September 2016.  When comparing it with 

its predecessor, it could be seen that many of the changes

were external.  Whilst it retained the stepped roof and

clamshell bonnet, it came a shade lighter, a little longer

and with an increased wheelbase compared with the 

4th generation.  On a practical front, the Land Rover

reputation as an all terrain workhorse was maintained

with increased wading, towing capacity and ground

clearance.  The tailgate now comprised a full canopy

instead of the split tailgate of the 4th generation and the

new model featured increased storage and passenger

capacity inside as well. 

The Oxford model is decorated in a bright orange with

black trim, registered LL18 RWF from 2018.  Note the

superbly styled chrome wheels, the front and rear

sunroof printed black and the black and silver

headlight/radiator configuration.  The interior is also black

throughout.  A final detail sees the famous green and

silver Land Rover badge on the front and back of this

SUV, as well as the Discovery wording printed in black

across the boot and the edge of the bonnet.
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1:76 SCALE
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Volvo P1800 - Teal Blue
This is one of the prettiest colours used by Volvo 

on their two-door, two-seater P1800 sports car from the

1960s.  A great looking car, the front-engined coupé was

made between 1961 and 1973 and featured rear wheel

drive.  It was designed by Pelle Petterson, the son of

Volvo’s engineering consultant Helmer Petterson. 

We’ve seen our 1:76 scale version in bright red - the 

Oxford launch variant; white and then black so for its

4th Oxford appearance, this summery blue makes a bright

addition, particularly offset by the chrome trim and cream

seating.  The remaining interior is finished in black.  The

car is registered WLH 116G from 1968/69.  The pale blue

and silver Volvo badge is faithfully reproduced on the edge

of the bonnet above the silvered radiator grille and the

distinctive 1800S insignia features on the back next to the

silver Volvo lettering. 

Jaguar CX75 - Caesium Blue
Jaguar produced the prototype of the Jaguar C-X75 

as a Hybrid-electric, 2-seater, 2-door concept car in 

2010, in partnership with Formula One team Williams F1.

It made its debut at the Paris Motor Show the same year.

Designed by Jaguar’s Ian Callum, the C-X75 had a rear

mid-engine and all-wheel drive.  The concept version was

powered by 2 diesel micro gas turbines with an output of

778 hp.  The electric alternative had 4 YASA electric

motors with 390 hp and a range of 68 miles.  The

transmission comprised a 7-speed automated manual type

format.  Externally, Jaguar focused on the aerodynamics to

achieve maximum performance, hence the sleek low lines. 

The C-X75 enjoyed a brief life between 2010 and 2013.

At the end of 2012, Jaguar pulled the plug on the C-X75

citing the ongoing global economic crisis.  The futuristic

components, experience and technical input however 

were not to be wasted as following Jaguar models

were to benefit from forward thinking technology.

Ultimately, only one concept version and five

development prototypes emerged.

Our latest Oxford Jaguar C-X75 is the third in the series

after the silver launch model, a sizzling orange version and

now a bright metallic blue release.  The trim is finished in

a contrasting black, except for the radiator grille surround

which is masked in dark grey and which incorporates the

famous red and silver Jaguar badge.  The interior is also

black with complimentary cream seating.  There is no

front number plate and the rear plate is a stylised C-X75,

which says it all! 

You may recall that Jaguar’s C-X75 played a star role in

the Bond film ‘Spectre’ in 2015 and Jaguar supplied seven

of this amazing car to the film makers.  We bet Daniel

Craig loved that!

NEWVolvo P1800 - Teal Blue
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76VP004          1:76   £6.45

NEWJaguar CX75 - Caesium Blue
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76JCX75003    1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE
NEWVW T1 Bus and Surfboards -

Coca Cola

VW T1 Bus and Surfboards -
Coca Cola
This is one full-filled VW

Bus!  Our classic split

screen VW T1 takes on the

colourful red and white

colour scheme of Coca

Cola, complete with roof

rack and two surfboards.

The two boards, which

cover the grey ‘canvas;’

roof are individually

decorated with Coca Cola

graphics and black ‘Delicious Refreshing’ lettering

running along their length. Registered DUB 833, our

‘splittie’ has a grey interior while the outside trim

comprises white bumpers and silver window trim.  

The wheels are silver, incorporating the VW initials with 

a red wheel surround. The highlight of this 1:76 scale

model is undoubtedly the detailed decoration along the

sides.  A delightful waitress of the era, wearing her

uniform cap and overalls, is serving a tray of three full

glasses of Coke, inviting people to Pause and Refresh.

Further traditional Coca Cola lettering in white is printed

on the front doors of the bus and on the sides.  This eye-

catching little model is a great one to add to either your

growing Coca Cola or VW collection.

Jaguar XF - Surrey Police 
The Oxford Jaguar XF is modelled on the 

executive car manufactured by Jaguar Land Rover 

at their Castle Bromwich Assembly plant in Birmingham.

Designed by Ian Callum in 2005, the XF came as either a

4-door saloon, as our Oxford model, or as a 5-door

estate.  It succeeded the Jaguar S Type and lasted in

production until 2015, including a facelift in 2011, when it

was upgraded to the X260.  It came with a petrol or

diesel engine, a 6-speed gearbox as standard; competitive

running costs with a combined fuel consumption of 50.9

mpg on the manual version and 49.9 for the diesel option.

Horsepower was 120-221 kW.  Prices started at £34,210.

It was popular in its role as a luxury business saloon but

was also a favourite car for use by the Police.  And here it

is in 1:76 scale, registered GX10 HFL from 2010, as used

by the Surrey Police, whose crest features on the bonnet

and behind the rear passenger windows.  The luminous

lime yellow and deep blue chequered Police graphics are

supplemented by the bright yellow and red chevrons

across the boot.  The roof, which has the blue Police

lightbar also features the vehicle’s identity markings to be

seen from the air.  The interior is black and as the XF in

real life only came with upmarket leather seats, our Police

and their suspects would be sitting in relative luxury. 

                                   SCALE       PRICE
76VWS008CC  1:76   £6.75

NEWJaguar XF - Surrey Police 
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76XF008          1:76   £6.45
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NEWVolvo FH4 GXL Nooteboom
Semi Low Loader - G.F. Job
                             SCALE       PRICE
76VOL4009  1:76  £25.45

NEWMercedes Actros GSC
Curtainside - R.T. Keedwell
                             SCALE       PRICE
76MB011    1:76  £26.95

Mercedes Actros GSC Curtainside - R.T. Keedwell
Oxford’s modern Mercedes Actros truck appears in both

SSC and GSC cab variants and it is as the GSC

curtainside that we see it here in the bright blue, red and

white livery of the Somerset based R T Keedwell Group.

The privately owned national transport provider has been

running since 1969 and prides itself on its traditional

values and customer service.  With over 500 trucks and a

network of depots, the company boasts a talented team

and experienced leadership. 

Our 1:76 scale model is registered WX66 WOY.  The cab

has a cream masked front with a red riband identifying it

with its Carlisle-based operation, while the cab rear

carries the Mercedes Benz Actros name and logo.  

The upgraded Mercedes tractor wheels are very detailed

with cream, red and blue to the front four and blue/red

for the remaining wheels including the trailer.  The trailer

with its silver roof and rear frame is also very colourful

with lots of detailed lettering, especially across the back

doors where the company is busy promoting its national

logistics and warehousing facilities. 

Volvo FH4 GXL Nooteboom Semi Low Loader - 
G.F. Job
You have the chance to grab the little and large versions

of this striking black and yellow Volvo FH4 with

Nooteboom semi low loader as it is also available now in

the smaller N scale too.  Presented here especially for

our 1:76 scale collectors, the livery is exactly the same on

both models, even down to the G6 JOB registration plate.

With completely black trim except for the wheels, the

cab interior is also black.  The long flatbed trailer has its

tailgate in the vertical position and a further detail too

sees the Nooteboom lettering along the trailer edges.

G.F. Job Ltd operates out of Nairn in the Scottish

Highlands, employing 90 people.  They offer a wide range

of services from heavy haulage - as per our miniature

truck, to civil engineering and earthworks; contract

crushing; plant hire; recycling and land reclamation

contracts; and landscaping.  The company was founded 

in 1990 and even has its own quarries around Aviemore.

The variety of vehicles needed for this range of activities

comprises a cross-section of trucks, crushers, wheeled

and tracked vehicles, as well as excavators.  This versatile

company’s capabilities also extend to moving gross loads

of up to 115 tonnes. 
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SET!

1:76 SCALE

3 Piece Land Rover Discovery Set 3/4/5
This latest Land Rover Discovery set comprises three

distinctive models in the Discovery time-line.  We start

off with 76LRD006 the Land Rover Discovery 3, 

which Land Rover launched to the world in 2004.

Decorated in a rich metallic dark blue, our model is

registered FM54 BUU.  This model has been released

previously as a single item but you can never have

too much of a good thing!

Next in the line-up is 76DIS005 the Land Rover

Discovery 4, representing the fourth generation of the

marque, which Land Rover first introduced in 1989.  

The company upgraded the Discovery in 2013.  

Our model is based on that top SDV6 HSE specification

vehicle which now appears in a rich cherry red, 

registered AU13 NEF - the year of the upgrade. 

The interior and trim are all finished in black.

The final addition is 76DIS5002 the Land Rover

Discovery HSE LUX in a dramatic Santorini Black,

registered FM66 JHJ.  The contrasting exterior trim

includes the detailed new style radiator grille and alloy

wheels.  You have been treated to this model as a

separate item previously but for those of you who missed

it first time round, this is one especially for you. 

3 Piece Jaguar Set D, E, & F Type
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76SET48          1:76  £17.95

2 Piece Set First Overland
                           SCALE      PRICE
76SET64    1:76  £12.95

NEW3 Piece Land Rover
Discovery Set 3/4/5
                          SCALE        PRICE
76SET71    1:76   £22.95
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NEW
SET!

7 Piece Range Rover Set - Classic/P38/3rd
Gen/Vogue/Evoque/Sport/Velar
This is quite an impressive line-up of the popular Range 

Rovers which spans several eras of the marque from classic 

to ultra-luxurious up to the minute SUVs.

Starting from the top, we have 76RCL001, the Classic Range

Rover. Decorated in a bright Lincoln Green with beige interior

seating, our Classic Range Rover dates from 1971-72 and is

registered YCX 348K.

Next is 76P38002 the Range Rover P38 from 1994 which they

launched as a luxury SUV with all-wheel drive, 4 or 5 speed

gearbox and petrol or diesel fuel option.  Our model makes a

welcome return in Monte Carlo Blue with distinctive black trim,

registered Y283 TOA.

The third model in the set, 76RR3002 represents Range Rover’s

3rd generation vehicle, which they launched in 2002 and which

stayed in production until 2012.  Registered MA02 VMU, the deep

Alveston red body colour is offset by silver and black trim and a

black interior.  Of special note are the tinted windows! 

Fourth in the timeline is the luxurious Vogue updated by Range

Rover in 2013.  Our model - 76RAN001 - appears in metallic

beige with masses of silver and black trim, registered WN13 RUH.  

Of the same era as the Vogue is the Range Rover Evoque and

76RR004 is based on the three-door coupé vehicle with 2013

specification, painted in dramatic Santorini Black and 

registered VX63 VNZ.  

Our Range Rover time-line moves on to 2015 and the

Jaguar Land Rover launch of their Range Rover Sport SVR

(Special Vehicle Racing) 4 x 4 in silver.  It was the fastest

Land Rover ever made with a 542 bhp 5.0L V8 engine;

acceleration of 0-62 mph in 4.5 seconds and a maximum 

speed of 175.8 mph. 

Oxford’s 76RRS002 model of the Range Rover Sport

appears in the colour scheme of silver with black roof

and black trim, registered LP16 HYX.  

The final Range Rover completing the set is 76VEL001,

which was the first release off Oxford’s new tooled

Range Rover Velar, the latest model to emerge from

Jaguar Land Rover’s Solihull production plant.

This specially selected set follows the evolution of the Range

Rover over the years, a brand which still maintains its core

purpose of mixing style with performance, strength and longevity.

1:76 SCALE

NEW
7 Piece Range Rover Set -
Classic/P38/3rd Gen/
Vogue/Evoque/Sport/Velar
                             SCALE       PRICE
76SET72      1:76  £44.95
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N SCALE

Volvo FH4 (G) and Semi Low Loader - G.F. Job Ltd.
Available in 1:76 scale too, our Volvo FH4 (G) cab drawing

a semi low loader appears again in 1:148 scale decorated

in G. F. Job’s striking black and yellow livery from the far

north of Scotland. 

Registered G6 JOB, our Volvo FH4 (G) cab carries all the

detail and comes with the added extras of a chrome

plated exhaust stack at the back of the cab, two roof

mounted orange beacons and four roof mounted

spotlights.  The company name and contact details also

feature on the back of the yellow and black cab while

additional decoration on the doors shows a yellow

silhouette of some heavy plant machinery.  The

Nooteboom low loader which sits on a black chassis has

brown ‘wooden’ decking and a spare wheel situated at

the cab end of the flatbed.  This detailed little model

should please our Scottish collectors particularly. 

NEWVolvo FH4 (G) and Semi Low
Loader - G.F. Job Ltd.
                                     SCALE         PRICE
NVOL4009        1:148  £15.95

Scania T Cab Tipper - Tinnelly
                            SCALE        PRICE
NTCAB005 1:148  £14.95

Scania Highline D-TEC Combitrailer
& Container - Eddie Stobart
                               SCALE        PRICE
NSHL01CT   1:148  £14.95

Mercedes Actros Curtainside -
Pollock
                         SCALE       PRICE
NMB002  1:148 £14.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien 244th Flight
Reg. Chofu Airfield 1945
                                SCALE        PRICE
AC077            1:72   £14.95

Yak 3 Normandie Regiment 1945
                                SCALE        PRICE
AC054            1:72   £14.95

Yak 3 Anton Dmitrievich Yakimenko
150th Guards Reg. 1945
                                SCALE        PRICE
AC088            1:72   £14.95

Nakajima Ki-43 50th Group 2nd Squadron, 1942
The Japanese Nakajima Ki-43 was a fighter aircraft

designed by Hideo Itokawa against a specification that

called for an aircraft with a top speed of 311 mph, a climb

rate of 16,400 ft in five minutes and a range of 500 miles.

After several test upgrades, the Ki-43 proved to be all

those things although some of these refinements such as

its light weight, wing structures, slimmer fuselage and the

capacity for increasingly heavier armaments would prove

to be its downfall.  Allied pilots reported that despite its

tremendous manoeuvrability, when successfully targeted,

the Ki-43 caught fire quicky and due to its less robust

fuselage and wings structure, broke apart very easily.

Known in Japanese as Hayabusa - Peregrine Falcon, the

Ki-43 was introduced in October 1941.  The Allies

codenamed it ‘Oscar’ but it was often mistaken for the

Japanese A6M Zero, much to the cost of Allied pilots.  

The Ki-43 enjoyed air superiority for a long time against

the US forces in the Pacific.  The second generation Ki-43 

II flew in February 1942

and came with an upgraded

engine, which turned a 

three-bladed propeller - 

as reproduced here in our

replica.  The aircraft had

strengthened wing structures,

and featured racks for drop

tanks or bombs.  The cockpit

was protected with 13mm armoured plate to protect 

the pilot and the fuel tanks were coated in rubber as a

method of self-sealing.  The canopy was now larger and

the telescopic gunsight was superseded by a reflector

version.  Until the Ki-43 was retired in 1945, nearly 6000

aircraft had been built. However, with increased Allied

investment in air power and a resultant enormous

advantage, the tables were turned and the 

Ki-43 lost its superiority.

Our Oxford model is decorated in the traditional JAAF

dark green with silver underside.  The front of the

spinner, the front of the engine cowl and the wing leading

edges are painted in yellow, as is a lightning flash along the

length of the fuselage.  The cockpit is also green.  Other

detail includes the black anti-glare paint in front of the

cockpit and a brown finish to the three bladed propeller.

The JAAF red roundel features on the upper and lower

wings and on the rear fuselage, while a little silver

imperial dragon shaped logo adorns the tailfin.

The Ki-43 is an extremely rare beast but one such Oscar

was found in a forest on Raboul in Papua, New Guinea,

after the war, having suffered engine and body damage

due to crash-landing. It was shipped to Australia and

restored.  It has since been acquired by the USA’s Flying

Heritage and Combat Armour Museum in Everett, WA,

where on view, it is still airworthy, although considered

too risky and too rare to take to the skies.

NEWNakajima Ki-43 50th Group
2nd Squadron, 1942
                             SCALE       PRICE
AC097          1:72  £15.95
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76BOOM02  1:76 - £59.95 Railgun Gladiator  WWII Railgun

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

OR76CPK001  1:76 - £15.95
Carflat Pack of 1960s Cars - Set of 4

OR76CPK002  1:76 - £15.95
Carflat Pack of 1970s Cars - Set of 4

OR76CPK003  1:76 - £15.95
Carflat Pack of 1980s Cars - Set of 4

OR76CPK004  1:76 - £15.95
Carflat Pack of 1990s Cars - Set of 4

OR76CAR002B  1:76 - £32.95
Carflat BR Faded and Weathered 

1-088 B745893

OR76DG009  1:76 - £119.95 Dean Goods ROD 2308

Oxford Rail Carpacks
A set of four Oxford Diecast OO scale cars.

A randomly chosen assortment of cars

suitable for use on Carflat railway wagons

during the period of your choice. 

Please note assortment will vary.
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Coronovirus Update
Here�at�Oxford�Diecast,�we�again�send�our�well�wishes�to�everyone�who�is�at�home�and�hope

that�everyone�is�managing�well�with�the�current�situation�concerning�Coronavirus.��Your�health�is

important�to�us�and�we�wish�to�send�our�best�wishes�to�anyone�struggling�currently.�

We�do�expect�there�to�be�a�delay�on�product�development�and�the�delivery�of�product.��We�are

still�unsure�how�drastic�that�will�be.��Our�primary�concern�is�the�welfare�of�our�all�staff�in�China

and�UK.�

In�China,�things�are�improving�by�the�day.��The�factory�is�back�up�and�running�and�product�is�being

made.��Our�website�and�telephone�orders�remain�open�via�our�3rd�party�suppliers.��We�are

hopeful�that�you�have�not�experienced�too�many�delays�when�ordering�and�you�continue�to�enjoy

your�hobby�at�this�time.��Picking�up�on�old�hobbies�can�relieve�stress�by�keeping�you�engaged�in

something�you�enjoy�and�most�importantly�keep�you�at�home.��Please�continue�to�tag�us�on�Social

Media�showing�us�your�projects,�we�do�our�best�to�look�at�each�one�and�enjoy�seeing�how

adventurous�you�can�be�when�time�is�on�your�side.�

We�are�hoping�in�the�coming�weeks,�to�look�at�opening�the�UK�warehouses�at�a�limited�capacity

ensuring�strict�guidelines�are�followed�to�ensure�the�safety�of�the�warehouse�staff.�

We�are�still�hopeful,�and�we�are�being�positive�working�behind�the�scenes.��With�everyone’s

support,�we�have�no�doubt�we�will�get�through�this,�stronger�than�we�were�before.�

We�would�like�to�take�this�opportunity�to�thank�all�the�key�workers�around�the�UK�not�only�

the�NHS�but�the�Care�workers,�delivery�drivers,�supermarket�stores�and�many�more�who�are

continuing�their�incredible,�vital�and�urgent�work�in�this�hugely�trying�time.��We�thank�you�for�

your�service.

Eloise�Davies
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